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T
hey say it took 40 months to
build Brasília, the capital of
Brazil. Some people love the
city; others hate its Modern-
ist, almost otherworldly land-

scapes and vast avenues. But its crea-
tion in the late 1950s and early 1960s
in so short a time, in what was then
an inhospitable part of Brazil’s semi-
arid interior, was considered a phe-
nomenal achievement.

Today, Brazil is attempting to
match this feat with plans to unleash
nearly R$959bn ($407bn) of infrastruc-
tural projects in the coming years.
The task has become more pressing in
the run-up to the country hosting the
2014 Fifa World Cup and 2016 Olympic
Games.

However, achieving an ambitious
agenda today will be more problem-
atic than it was nearly 60 years ago.

Decades of under-investment have
atrophied the government’s infra-
structure-building muscles. Mean-
while, mass protests in June sparked
by public transport price rises have
created a politically charged atmos-
phere. But Brazil cannot afford to fail
in its overhaul of creaking infrastruc-
ture if progress is to continue. “Brazil
has fallen decades behind in infra-
structure,” Guido Mantega, the
finance minister, says. “The logistics
[networks] we have today represent a
huge cost to the country, and we have
got to reduce this cost to be competi-
tive. That’s why we have launched a
grand [infrastructure construction]
programme.”

Brazil’s economic growth model of
the past 10 years has relied on a phe-
nomenon that Credit Suisse, the
investment bank, calls “the three Cs”

– credit, consumption and commodi-
ties – in a report called “Brazilian
infrastructure: it’s now or never”.
China’s demand for global commodi-
ties lifted production and prices in
Brazil while economic stability, rising
social transfers and wages and abun-
dant global liquidity helped to spur a
credit boom.

Added to this potent mix was the
entry of millions of Brazilians into the
formal workforce. The model, how-

ever, emphasised demand over supply.
Brazil’s infrastructure, dogged by
under-investment during the crisis-
prone 1980s and 1990s, failed to keep
up.

The country’s infrastructure asset
stock stands at just 16 per cent of
gross domestic product, compared
with the global average of 70 per cent,
according to a study by McKinsey, the
consultants.

Brazil invests about 2 per cent of
GDP in infrastructure, half the figure
needed to sustain 4 per cent growth,
according to Credit Suisse. India and
China, by contrast, invest
5 per cent and 13 per cent respec-
tively, while Colombia invests 5.8 per
cent.

Commodities have risen as a share
of Brazil’s exports from about 50 per
cent in 2000 to 70 per cent in the year

ended April 2013. Yet most agricul-
tural commodities are still trans-
ported along Brazil’s relatively con-
gested roads rather than by rail or
water. Brazil has the highest depend-
ence on road transport of any conti-
nental economy – 58 per cent com-
pared with 32 per cent for the US.

Other bottlenecks include passenger
transport. Brazil’s annual light vehi-
cle sales have increased two and a
half times in a decade, yet the number
of paved roads has risen by only a
little under half. São Paulo, a city
with nearly 40 per cent more people
than London, has a metro system
about one-sixth the size of the British
capital.

Air traffic has grown 171 per cent
during the same period, leaving 13 of
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“The waterways are essen-
tial for life in this region –
we joke that the River
Negro is our Dutra,” says
Colonel Alberto Frazão,
referring to the main land
highway between São Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro.

The army colonel is
posted in the remote town
of São Gabriel da Cachoe-
ira, on the banks of the
mighty River Negro, a trib-
utary of the Amazon River,
near Brazil’s northern bor-
ders with Colombia and
Venezuela.

Access to São Gabriel da
Cachoeira is difficult.
Travel by river from Man-
aus, the capital of the sur-
rounding Amazonas state,
requires a four-day trip by
regular ferry boat or a more
expensive motor boat ride.
Flights cost as much as a
ticket from São Paulo to
New York.

Waterways in the
sparsely populated Amazon
area are essential for sur-
vival. Elsewhere in the
country, they are under-uti-
lised, with roads accounting
for 60 per cent of Brazil’s
transport system.

Now, however, in a coun-
try that has 14 per cent of
the world’s fresh water, the
government is starting to
recognise the potential of
rivers as a solution to
decongest land networks.

So promising are they
that the government is
planning to increase the use
of waterways for transport
and logistics from 13 to 29
per cent by 2025 at a cost of
about R$15bn ($6.2bn).

“The potential of water-
ways as a means of trans-
port is huge all over Bra-
zil,” says André Radilich,
co-ordinator of the govern-
ment’s National Waterway
Integration Plan (PNIH in
Portuguese). “Commodities
in the midwest and north,
or manufactured products
in the south – it all needs to
reach some destination.”

Brazil has 20,000km of
economically navigable
waterways. Of these,
16,000km are part of the
Solimões-Amazonas system,
known to the outside world
simply as the Amazon,
which crosses the north of
Brazil, and in 2012 trans-
ported 62m tons of cargo.

Another crucial waterway
system is the Paraná-Tietê,
with 1500km of rivers con-
sidered economically viable.
This passes through the
rich southern, southeastern
and centre-west regions.
Paraná-Tietê is considered
one of the country’s most
developed waterway sys-
tems with canals and locks.
But is still far from ideal.

Rui Botter, a specialist in
river transportation and
logistics at the University

of São Paulo, says: “What’s
missing is planning, such as
a system to integrate the
waterways better with
roads and railways.”

Another problem is com-
petition with roads. A gov-
ernment policy of keeping
fuel prices low has made
trucking more attractive in
some regions.

As a result, river trans-
port and coastal cabotage is
relatively under-developed.
Regulations do not help.
Only Brazilian companies
are allowed to offer the
service and the national
fleet consists of 156 ships.

Gustavo Costa, cabotage
manager at Aliança Nave-
gação, one of the biggest
companies in the sector,
says: “Cabotage has a high
level of regulation and
supervision and has to fol-
low procedures similar to
international maritime
transport.”

Yet waterways are an
economic solution for some
large companies. Eldorado
Celulose and Papel, opera-
tor of the world’s largest
“single-line” pulp mill,
built its factory near the
Paraná-Tietê river system
so it could transport its
products partly by river
to Santos.

José Carlos Grubisich,
chief executive of Eldorado,
says: “Waterways are safer
[than road transport] and
due to their economies of
scale are more competitive
on costs. The company has
its own port in Três Lagoas
in the inland state of Mato
Grosso do Sul and a termi-
nal, allowing it to keep con-
trol of costs.

For river and coastal
cabotage transport to
become more economically
viable, ports need to be
decongested, says Roberto
Rodrigues, chief executive
of Mercosul Line, an arm of
Maersk, the Danish multi-
national shipping group.

Vessels plying the rivers
and coasts need to make
multiple stops and cannot
afford to wait in long
queues at ports with inter-
national vessels. There is
also the problem of ships
travelling full of cargo from
the rich, heavily populated
south to the poorer, less
populated north but return-
ing empty.

Yet the investment
required for rivers and
cabotage is less than that
needed for terrestrial high-
ways and rails, making this
area of transport infrastruc-
ture potentially attractive.

“I don’t have any doubt
that water transport could
alleviate the pressure on
our roads,” says Mr Rod-
rigues.

Waterways are
a decongestant
for transport
Regional development

Investment will ease
pressure on roads,
says Thalita Carrico

The government
plans to spend
about R$15bn on
improvements

For many first-time visitors
to Brazil, São Paulo’s
Guarulhos airport comes as
a shock.

Filled with anticipation
about the world’s second-
largest emerging market – a
land of carnival, football
and beautiful beaches – a
newcomer’s first glimpse is
often the dimly-lit concrete
corridors of the country’s
biggest airport.

After queuing to get off
the plane and then again
for immigration, passengers
are confronted with the
chaotic scramble to get
their baggage, made even
more tense recently by
reports of thefts. The 32km
journey to the city centre,
which can take more than
two hours during rush
hour, takes the visitor past
one of São Paulo’s main
jails and then along the
motorway on the banks of
the polluted Tietê river.

“Cities are a little bit like
people. Instantly you will
know if they have a genu-
ine interest in you . . . and
you tend to dismiss those
who have no regard for you
at all,” says Christopher
Choa of the design and
planning arm of Aecom, the
US engineering and services
group.

“If you take a city like
São Paulo which puts a
prison next to its airport
and compare it with places
like Singapore or Dubai
where a huge amount of
effort goes into the whole
environment around the
airport to make it sympa-
thetic to visitors and busi-
ness, then it’s easy to draw
conclusions about which
city is more likely to suc-
ceed,” he says.

Faced with the prospect
of 600,000 visitors arriving
in Brazil for the World Cup
next year, followed by hun-
dreds of thousands more
two years later for the
Olympic Games in Rio de
Janeiro, the Brazilian gov-
ernment has been forced to
act.

In June 2011 the govern-
ment announced that it
would end the state monop-
oly of airports by allowing

public-private consortiums
to revamp three of the
country's main ones: the
Guarulhos and Viracopos
airports in São Paulo and
that in the capital, Brasília.

Under the plan, which
was welcomed by investors
and considered an ideologi-
cal U-turn for Brazil’s tradi-
tionally leftist ruling Work-
ers' party, Infraero, the gov-
ernment-owned airport
operator, would only retain
a 49 per cent share of the
new entities.

The auction for the three
airports in February last
year attracted a total of
R$24.5bn ($14.2bn at the
time) in bids from large
Brazilian contractors in
association with interna-
tional airport operators.
Brazil’s Invepar, along with
South Africa’s ACSA, won
the concession to expand
Guarulhos with a bid of
R$16.2bn – nearly five times
the minimum set by the
government. France's Egis
Airport Operation, in part-
nership with Triunfo Partic-
ipações in Brazil, won the
concession to overhaul
Viracopos with a bid of
R$3.8bn. Argentina's Corpo-
ración America, alongside
Brazil's Engevix, won the

concession for Brasília air-
port with a bid of R$4.5bn.

In the case of Guarulhos,
the consortium is responsi-
ble for building a further
passenger terminal for
international flights, as well
as increasing the number of
flights that take off and
land on the airport’s two
runways. “Nowadays
Guarulhos is operating at
about 45 movements per
hour and there is an obliga-
tion under the concession
agreement to increase that
to 56 movements per hour,”
says Ricardo Martins,
project finance analyst at

investment bank Itaú BBA.
“It's perfectly normal; simi-
lar airports in the US would
run at a level of at least 50
movements per hour.”

In December last year,
the government opened two
more airports to private
investors – Rio de Janeiro's
Galeão airport and Confins
in Belo Horizonte – in an
effort to speed up World
Cup preparations and boost
the country’s slowing econ-
omy. The auction, set for
October, is likely to attract
more than R$11bn in bids
from private companies, the
civil aviation authority esti-
mates.

Progress has been slow.
The only major improve-
ment so far at Guarulhos,
which handled nearly 32.8m
passengers last year, has
been the construction of an
eight-story car park. The
R$60m investment has
increased the number of
spaces available by 87 per
cent, Invepar says.

The “operational
start-up” of the new 192,000
sq m passenger terminal
(T3), which will have an ini-
tial capacity of 12m passen-
gers per year, is scheduled
for May next year – weeks
before the opening match of

the World Cup. However,
for the winners of the
Galeão and Confins conces-
sions there will only be
enough time to make minor
and superficial adjustments
before the tournament
begins.

There are concerns about
how the airport operators
will recoup the investments
once construction is fin-
ished, especially since Bra-
zil’s economic slowdown
threatens domestic demand.

The success of the air-
ports may well depend on
infrastructure and urban
planning projects that are
not certain to proceed.
These include plans to build
a high-speed rail link
between São Paulo and Rio
with stops at the region’s
international airports.

“Brazil’s cities need to
use the World Cup and the
Olympics as an excuse to
create a legacy of infra-
structure developments,”
says Mr Choa.

“The value of global trade
moving by air is over 40 per
cent so if you don’t have
the capacity to trade and
exchange and you don’t
have the infrastructure
then you don’t grow. It’s as
simple as that.”

Airport upgrades suffer slow take-off

B
razilian truck drivers often
approach Santos port, Latin
America’s largest, with mixed
feelings.

On the one hand their
arrival marks the end of a long and
sometimes perilous journey across
Brazil’s precarious road network. On
the other, it is the beginning of up to
five days of waiting to unload in one
of the world’s most clogged ports.

Santos’s problems are visible at sea,
where ships can wait more than two
weeks in the waters outside the port
just to berth.

While Santos has become notorious
for its delays, it is only the symptom
of a much wider problem across the
country, says Alberto Zoffmann, head
of project finance at investment bank
Itaú BBA. “The Santos problem is not
a Santos problem, but a Brazil prob-
lem – we need to have more alterna-
tives to ship cargo from the north of
the country,” he says.

After years of bottlenecks and gov-
ernment in-fighting about how to ease
the congestion, President Dilma Rous-
seff signed off a R$54.2bn ($22.8bn)
reform package for Brazil’s ports in
June.

The legislation will increase capac-
ity by granting concessions for the
construction of new public ports. It is
expected to reduce cargo handling
fees in the industry by raising compe-
tition between public and private
ports. The rules allow existing private
ports to begin handling cargo from
third parties, meaning that they will
directly compete with public ports.

New investment in concessions,
leases and private terminals is

expected to total R$54.2bn, of which
R$31bn is projected to be spent by
2015 and the remainder by 2017, says
Itáu BBA. A further R$6.4bn will be
spent under the government’s Growth
Acceleration Program – known as
PAC – to improve port access, includ-
ing a nationwide dredging plan. On
August 9, José Leônidas Cristino, Bra-
zil’s ports minister, announced the
beginning of the consultation period
for the first round of investments in
Santos and five other ports in the
northern state of Pará.

“Santos is the biggest port in Latin
America and the ports in Pará are
part of the government’s strategy to
direct cargo and the distribution of
fuels in the north and northeast of
Brazil,” commented Mr Cristino at the
time.

The public auction for the 31 areas
on offer, which the government
expects to attract investments of
R$3bn, is scheduled for November 25
and is expected to increase the indus-
try’s capacity by a total of 48m tonnes
per year. Santos alone is expected to
attract R$1.4bn in investment,
increasing the port’s capacity from
105m tonnes in 2012 to 132m tonnes in
up to five years’ time.

In total, the government is expected
to auction about 161 areas over four
bidding rounds, which will include
both new areas and areas where
leases have expired.

The reform package appears to be a
lifeline to exporters in Brazil, which
ranks as one of the top producers of
commodities such as iron ore, soya
beans, sugar and coffee. By unclog-
ging trade routes, the government

hopes the new legislation will help
boost the country’s economic growth,
which slowed from 7.5 per cent in 2010
to less than 1 per cent last year.

The ports package is expected to
benefit scores of local logistics compa-
nies, says Mário Bernardes Junior, an
analyst at investment company BB
Investimentos. Vehicle rental compa-
nies such as Localiza and Locamerica
expect to see higher demand, while
logistics companies such as JSL are
looking to take advantage of the new
concessions to lease infrastructure
and land around ports.

These companies will have to work
harder to fend off competitors as
other groups look to enter the sector.
“In the end though, this competition
will be healthy as it will reduce the
‘Brazil cost’ and bring more efficiency
and volume to the ports,” says Renato
Hallgren at BB Investimentos.

The big test for the reform package
will come with the auction in Novem-
ber when it will become clear whether
the estimated 7 per cent rate of return
is enough to lure a sufficient number
of investors.

Given the government will have to
introduce the new rules around exist-
ing contracts, there is concern over
potential legal disputes that could fur-
ther slow progress on the ground.
Dockside unions have also shown
some resistance to the government’s
plans.

“The new rules are in the right
direction but it is still unclear how
the companies holding the existing
concessions will react,” says Mr Zoff-
mann. “We are quite sure there will
be some disputes over the new legisla-
tion and that is a risk for new inves-
tors and for the banks that will be
financing these investments.”

Rousseff reform
aims to consign
clogged ports
to history

ShippingHopes rise following president’s
approval of legislation, says Samantha Pearson

Truck stop:
drivers can be
delayed for up to
five days at the
port of Santos
Bloomberg

Arrivals queue at Guarulhos

the country’s 20 major air-
ports operating at full or
overcapacity. Agricultural
exports are up 140 per cent
and container traffic 132 per
cent. Brazil’s ports
have not kept pace. It takes
21 days on average for a
container to clear Santos,
Brazil’s biggest port,
against two days for Rotter-
dam, according to Maersk,
the shipping company.

“In soya beans and in
agricultural exports, the
whole problem is only going
to get worse,” says Fern-
ando Martins of Bain &
Company. “For the first

Continued from Page 1 time now we are seeing a
situation in which the sum-
mer harvest has not been
entirely exported yet,
and the winter harvest is
coming in, and the winter
harvest is almost as big
as the summer harvest,”
he adds.

The government res-
ponded by launching the
“Accelerated Growth Pro-
gramme”, or PAC, in 2007.
This envisaged investing
R$646bn in a variety of
schemes from logistics to
housing.

This was followed by PAC
II in 2010, with R$955bn. But
of the R$388bn of PAC II
already invested, most have

gone into housing and
energy,with just R$32.9bn
spent on transport. Since
2007, only about R$101bn
from both PAC programmes
have gone on transport,
about one-fifth of the esti-
mated sum required.

The government has
launched a do-or-die effort
of auction concessions to
the private sector this year
for R$133bn worth of
projects, covering some
7,500km of toll roads and
12,000km of rail schemes.

This is an ambitious pro-
gramme considering that in
the past 20 years the federal
government has, for exam-
ple, auctioned only 5,200km

of highway concessions.
The government has auc-

tioned concessions to
develop and operate the
major airports of São Paulo,
Campinas and Brasília. It
plans to put Rio de
Janeiro’s international air-
port and that of Belo Hori-
zonte up for sale.

Other large projects
worth more than R$81bn
are being opened for private
participation in metros,
light rail and bus lines in
São Paulo, Rio and other
major cities.

“By December, we’ll
release all of the tenders for
roads, rail and ports,” says
Bernardo Figueiro, presi-

dent of the federal govern-
ment’s logistics and plan-
ning company.

The government’s open-
ness to private sector
investment on this scale is
considered by analysts to be
a breakthrough. Govern-
ment-only projects were
running aground because of
an official inability to exe-
cute then and by con-
straints on funding. But
even the private-public sec-
tor partnership projects
under consideration are
proving difficult to imple-
ment. This is because of dif-
ferences between the state
and investors over what
constitutes an adequate

return and regulatory and
contractual problems.

The first attempt to auc-
tion the latest round of
highways failed to get off
the ground after the govern-
ment set a real rate of

return of 5.5 per cent. This
has been revised to 7.2 per
cent; with the economy
slowing, the bargaining
power seems to be in the
private sector’s hands.

Loy Pires, country head

for the International
Finance Corporation, the
World Bank’s private sector
arm,says the infrastructure
programme needs to cali-
brate the risks in each
project to suit different
types of investors. For
instance, most private
investors will not take on
construction risk; projects
should be planned so that
this risk is shouldered by
government, otherwise
rates of return will need to
be set too high.

Bottlenecks result from
state agencies handling a
huge volume of projects.
Experts on private-public
sector partnerships are in

short supply. But Mr Pires
points out that if Brazil can
solve these problems, its
economy could surge ahead
of others in the region fac-
ing similar infrastructure
problems.

An election is due next
year and people on the
streets are clamouring for
better transport. Thus, the
time is right for the govern-
ment to make progress on
fixing Brazil’s Achilles heel:
its infrastructure.

If President Dilma Rouss-
eff needs inspiration, she
has only to look out of her
office window in Brasília –
the city that was built in
just over three years.

Projects to help hard-pressed cities win a sporting chance

Transport hubs

The pressure is on to
meet some tight
deadlines, writes
Samantha Pearson

$470bn
Value of planned country-
wide infrastructure projects

Brazil Infrastructure

A passenger ferry crosses the river near Manaus Reuters
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It is late June and the
inhabitants of the Palácio
dos Bandeirantes, the man-
sion that houses the São
Paulo state government, are
shell-shocked to say the
least.

São Paulo was where Bra-
zil’s biggest demonstrations
in two decades began and
some of the protesters have
been camped out in front of
the governor’s palace.

For anyone who has lived
in the city, the trigger for
the citizens’ discontent –
public transport – came as
little surprise.

The protesters’ initial
complaint was a fare
increase for buses and
metro services, particularly
when this was imposed
without a perceived corre-
sponding improvement in
the quality and availability
of services.

It was a complaint that
the government was well
aware of even before the
protests amid plans radi-
cally to expand the city’s
rail networks. “It’s not just
a matter of getting cars off
the road,” says Julio Semeg-
hini, São Paulo state secre-
tary of planning, describing
the need for more metro
lines. “There’s no way to
move around the metropoli-
tan region any more. São
Paulo has more than 20m
inhabitants.”

The protesters’ original
aim was to force the gov-
ernment to reverse a 20 cen-
tavo (8 cent) rise in the bus
and metro single journey
fare from R$3 to R$3.20, a
goal that they eventually
achieved.

But everyone involved
knew that the cost of fares
was the tip of the iceberg
when it came to dissatisfac-
tion with the public trans-
port system in São Paulo.

The city’s metro service is
clean, generally punctual
and well run. There is just
too little of it.

São Paulo’s metro has
74km of track compared
with 227km of track in Mex-
ico City. The city’s roads
are therefore choked with
buses, which are the
responsibility of the
mayor’s office rather than
the state.

The chronic problems
with urban mobility – not
only in São Paulo but in
almost every Brazilian city
of any size – reflect disas-
trous policy decisions and a
lack of funds to invest dur-
ing the country’s crisis dec-
ades of the 1980s and 1990s.

According to a report by
Credit Suisse, less than one-
third of Brazil’s population
of 40m lived in cities in
1940. By 2010, 84 per cent of
the country’s then popula-
tion of 191m was living in
urban areas.

Worse, instead of encour-
aging the growth of public
transport to keep pace with
this staggering increase in
urbanisation, the govern-
ment promoted private car
ownership.

In Rio de Janeiro in 1950,
the number of urban trips
made by tram was 649m; by

train 208m; by bus 216m
and by car only 20m. By
2005, the trams had virtu-
ally disappeared and train
journeys increased by about
a quarter. Bus journeys,
meanwhile, had risen by
nearly six times and cars a
staggering 82 times.

Bad as buses can be for
congestion, they are gener-
ally accepted to be better
than cars. But here again,
the picture is negative.

The Credit Suisse report
said: “Public buses have
been losing share to private
vehicles in the past decade,
causing traffic jams and
significantly lengthening
the average commute in

metropolitan areas.”
According to the report,

Brazilians lose 20bn hours a
year in traffic jams. Rio and
São Paulo’s average com-
mute times, at nearly 43
minutes are exceeded only
by Shanghai in a chart of 10
leading world cities includ-
ing New York, Los Angeles
and London.

Help is on the way in the
form of R$81bn in planned
investment in rail and
buses across the country,
with the emphasis on met-
ros, light rail and intercity
trains.

According to Mr Semeg-
hini, by 2021, São Paulo will
have more than 250km of
metro lines. These will

boast 230 stations and carry
10.3m passengers a day
compared with today’s 64
stations and 4.6m customers
a day. The plans are part of
a R$39bn investment in rail
that will also include inter-
city lines to nearby metro-
polises.

“We are building seven
new metro lines, so this will
have an impact,” says Mr
Semeghini.

The challenges facing
these projects are numer-
ous. The main foreign com-
panies involved in building
subways in Brazil, includ-
ing Siemens of Germany
and Alstom of France, have
recently become drawn into
investigations by Brazilian
authorities over the con-
duct of auctions of tenders
for the projects.

There are questions over
returns and what should be
the optimum level of profit
that private sector investors
should make, given the pub-
lic’s concern about the
prices of fares.

São Paulo state’s infra-
structure plans are not only
limited to public transport.
Housing projects to encour-
age inner-city living and
water and sewerage
schemes are also in
progress, as well as plans
for badly needed hospitals.

But if there has been one
positive outcome from the
street protests that took
place in June, it has given
politicians the impetus they
need to push ahead more
quickly with São Paulo’s
plans to expand its rail net-
works.

The alternative, as Mr
Semeghini warns, is for the
city to simply one day die
at the wheel.

Public disquiet at fares highlights
São Paulo’s transport challenge
Cities

Street protests
offered a glimpse of
wider dissatisfaction,
writes Joe Leahy

‘The city’s metro
service is punctual
and well run. There
is just too little of it’

F
or the past two years, a
strange process has been
unfolding in the eastern sub-
urbs of São Paulo. At quiet
times of night, trucks have

rolled through the streets carrying
vast concrete pillars, which have then
been erected above the surrounding
roadways. Next came a series of long
concrete beams, which were laid in
two lines on top, forming two parallel,
concrete tracks.

The struts and beams are the basic
building blocks of one of São Paulo’s
newest pieces of transport infrastruc-
ture – a monorail known as Expresso
Tiradentes. The scheme is expected to
shorten the 24km journey between
Cidades Tiradentes, to the east of the
city and Vila Prudente, near the cen-
tre, from more than two hours by bus
at present to 50 minutes when it
starts operation next year. The system
is expected to carry up to 500,000 pas-
sengers daily.

However, the city’s turning to mon-
orail technology also illustrates the
problems facing Brazil as it seeks to

upgrade public transport in its big cit-
ies, where travel conditions are so
poor that they spurred June’s violent
protests in São Paulo, Brasília and Rio
de Janeiro. Protesters successfully
demanded the reversal of planned
increases to public transport fares
widely seen as poor value for money.

Bombardier, the world’s biggest
maker of passenger trains and part of
the consortium constructing the mon-
orail, markets the unusual technology
in terms of it being able to solve two
significant problems facing Brazilian
public transport projects: cost and
time. Monorail lines cost half as much
to build per kilometre as traditional
metros and take half as much time.

Luis Ramos, Bombardier’s director
of communications for South Amer-
ica, says politicians can fund monorail
projects knowing they are likely to be
completed before they come up for
re-election. “It’s very difficult to start
a project if you know the one inaugu-
rating it will be your successor or his
successor,” Mr Ramos says.

Brazil looks ready to press ahead

with many different technologies as it
seeks to upgrade its public transport.
Amjad Bangash, director of rail
projects for the US's Bechtel, the con-
sulting engineers overseeing construc-
tion of Rio de Janeiro’s 16km line 4
metro in time for the 2016 Olympic
Games, says different public transport
systems are needed for different situa-
tions.

Line 4 – the construction of which is
expected to cost 70 per cent more than
the R$5bn ($2bn) initially estimated –
has illustrated many of the challenges
of constructing complex metro
projects in cities to tight deadlines.

“Monorails are good, but they have
certain limitations,” Mr Bangash says.
“Similarly, metro systems are good
but they have other limitations, espe-
cially with respect to cost.”

Brazil’s cities’ growing populations
and wealth have brought so many
vehicles on to the roads that journey
times have stretched from minutes to
hours, even as development has eaten
up spare space for new roads. The
extra demand is putting increasing

strain on bus rapid-transit systems –
the networks of high-capacity buses
running on dedicated lanes first intro-
duced in the Brazilian city of Curitiba
in 1974.

Such systems, while relatively
cheap to introduce, struggle to cope
with more than 30,000 passengers per
hour in each direction. Some lines of
São Paulo’s metro can cope with
60,000 passengers per direction per
hour.

The violent urban unrest in June
was triggered in part by such uncom-
fortable conditions. Although the sub-
sequent fare cuts could make it less
attractive to develop future metro
lines by cutting available revenue,
most observers expect new projects to
go ahead because of pressing need.

Keith Dunbar, a senior vice-presi-
dent of Parsons, the consulting engi-
neers, points out that in São Paulo the
metro system handles around 4m
journeys daily, while there are 7m
trips by car. The potential for com-
muters stuck on buses in traffic to
move to new metro lines is enormous.
Even proud new car owners from Bra-
zil’s middle classes will eventually
move, he says. “As people see the traf-
fic is not being eliminated, they’re
going to need to move to something
else,” Mr Dunbar says.

The question remains how projects
will be funded and what technology
they will use. Many future projects
out for tender are expected to rely
more heavily on private finance than
in the past. Contractors will be offered
long-term concessions to build then
operate metro or commuter rail lines,
with future fare levels set out clearly
in contracts.

As for the technology, Mr Ramos is
optimistic that monorail systems like
that being developed for Expresso
Tiradentes could have advantages.

Leaders seek
to end nation’s
love affair with
the automobile

Mass transit Developers hope middleclass
drivers can be persuaded to commute via high
capacity metro lines, writes Robert Wright

‘Monorails could be Brazil’s
contribution to world
transport technology’

Way ahead: newly constructed monorail tracks weave their way through São Paulo’s suburbs

Innovative technology has allowed
Bombardier to make the electric
motors, vehicle bodies and many
other parts of the vehicles far lighter
than traditional monorail vehicles.

That means, despite the limited
strength of the elevated guideway,
vehicles can still be big enough to
carry the same volumes of passengers
as traditional metros. Expresso
Tiradentes is designed to carry 48,000
passengers per direction per hour,
more than many underground metro
lines.

The combination of high capacity,
low cost and quick construction
could, Mr Ramos hopes, mean that
new, high-capacity monorails become
Brazil’s second distinctive contribu-
tion – after bus rapid transit – to
world public transport technology.
Cities such as Delhi have sent teams
to São Paulo to examine the Expresso
Tiradentes system.

“Not only are other Brazilian cities
looking at it but also other parts of
the world with similar problems,” Mr
Ramos says.
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When Brazil took on North
Korea in its opening match
of the 2010 World Cup in
South Africa, the Latin
American country came to
a standstill. Banks and
businesses closed early,
Brazil’s securities and
exchange commission shut
during the game and the
streets were deserted as
everyone raced to find the
nearest television set.

As the football-obsessed
nation prepares to host the
World Cup next year for the
first time since 1950, Bra-
zil’s hotel owners are con-
cerned about a repeat of
what happened in 2010.

“We’re expecting around
600,000 visitors, but we’re
also preparing for a general
slowdown in the market
because businesses will just
stop,” says Enrico Fermi
Torquato Fontes, head of
Brazil’s hotel industry asso-
ciation, ABIH.

Business travellers and
participants of group events
account for about 76 per
cent of total hotel guests
in Brazilian cities, accord-
ing to a report from Jones
Lang LaSalle Hotels
released in August.

It is not just business
travellers who stay away
during big sporting events.
Scared off by the prospect
of huge crowds and high
prices, many tourists who
might otherwise have come
also keep their distance.

During the Confedera-
tions Cup in June, the
warm-up event for the
World Cup, the price of a
return ticket for the 50-
minute flight between São
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro
rose to R$2,700 ($1,184) –
more expensive than a
return trip to London.

As a result, Brazil Hospi-
tality Group (BHG), Brazil's
third-largest hotel chain,
expects fewer bookings
than normal during the

World Cup for its 8,691
hotel rooms across the
country.

While business may be
expected to be slow during
the World Cup and the
Olympic Games, the sport-
ing mega-events have at
least encouraged local gov-
ernments to resolve
bottlenecks in the industry,
says ABIH’s Mr Fontes.

“We have a problem in
two cities in Brazil: Recife
and Rio de Janeiro,” he
says. “The average occu-
pancy rate in those places
is about 85 per cent, which
means that at peak times
occupancy can reach 100
per cent.” While this is
good news for the hotels in
question, they pose a prob-
lem for the cities’ authori-
ties as many visitors are
unable to find accommoda-
tion.

The average occupancy
rate across the whole coun-
try, including areas outside
the main cities, is about 53
per cent, he says.

Under pressure from
world football’s ruling body,
Fifa, Rio de Janeiro’s mayor
Eduardo Paes introduced
legislation in November
2010 with the goal of adding
8,000 hotel rooms in the city
to the 29,000 that it had at
the time. The legislation
offered fiscal incentives and
encouraged hotel construc-
tion in areas of the city
with few hotels.

In May the following
year, Recife’s mayor at the
time, João da Costa, offered
similar incentives to compa-
nies on the condition that
their hotels were completed
before the World Cup.

In other cities such as
Belo Horizonte, the capital
of Brazil’s inland mining
state of Minas Gerais, hotel
construction is being
encouraged for the World
Cup, in spite of the region’s
relatively low occupancy
rates. “The concern in this
case is about what they are
going to do with all these

rooms after the cup,” says
Mr Fontes. “It will be up to
local governments to work
hard to market their cities
to tourists afterwards, to
attract businessmen by cre-
ating a calendar of events.”

So while it may be
cheaper to build hotels in
Brazil over the next few
years because of the World
Cup and the Olympics,
their future profitability
depends on domestic
demand, he says.

BHG estimates that only
15 per cent of hotel guests
in Brazil are foreign. Pieter
Vader, the group’s outgoing
chief executive, attributes
this to the long flying times
from other major destina-
tions, as well as the difficul-
ties US business travellers
have getting entry visas at
short-notice.

Domestic demand for
hotel rooms has been
enough to keep the industry
growing at a rate of above
10 per cent for the past few
years, says Mr Fontes.
“Because of Brazil’s emerg-
ing middle class we expect
that by 2020, another 50m
Brazilians will enter the
tourism market.”

The recent depreciation of
the Brazilian real against
the dollar is expected to dis-
suade wealthier Brazilians
from going abroad to popu-
lar destinations such as
New York and Miami.

“For foreigners coming
in, the effect [of the weak
real] is a lot slower because
you don’t plan your trip to
Brazil overnight,” says Mr
Vader.

“For the industry, I think
it might have a bigger effect
on outgoing tourists,” he
says. “It might might make
Brazilians less crazy to
go shopping in Miami,
for example – it’s going to
take a lot but if only 10 per
cent don’t go, its already
quite something.”

Hoteliers fear country will come
to standstill during World Cup
Hotels

Temporary influx of
visitors may prove
mixed blessing for
businesses, writes
Samantha Pearson

‘It will be up to
local governments
to market their
cities to tourists
afterwards’

Duster minute: São Paulo shoeshiners take a break to watch the 2010 FIFA World Cup AFP

I
n Rio de Janeiro most activities
centre around the beach and the
city has shown little inclination to
deal with such a workaday ques-
tion as its public transport sys-

tem. Even during its annual Carnival
– when some 900,000 visitors descend
on the city’s streets – people are gen-
erally willing to accept the chaos and
congestion as part of the festivities.

Yet in spite of being known for its
laid-back approach, Rio has been
forced to take transport problems seri-
ously in the run-up to the 2014 Fifa
World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games.

Brazil’s insufficient transport infra-
structure was among the major com-
plaints of protesters taking part in
mass demonstrations in June during
the Fifa Confederations Cup, which
was effectively a dress rehearsal for
the World Cup. Rio authorities will be
keen to avoid another embarrassing
episode of riots during forthcoming
events.

“There are more Brazilians now
with access to wealth and education,
and they are raising the bar,” says
Carlos Roberto Osório, Rio’s munici-
pal secretary of transport. “So what
we are doing in Rio is catching up.”

Of the 12 Brazilian cities to host the
cup, Rio plans to spend the most on
transport upgrades. According to
CGU, the congressional auditor, the
city accounts for almost a quarter of
the R$8.9bn earmarked for the urban
transport scheme, the government’s
flagship credit line for World Cup
transport projects.

Rio is in the lead on completing
works, with almost 36 per cent of its
budget executed. It is not hard to see
why. Rio authorities have the added
pressure to make the city ready for
the Olympics. Most of the events are
to take place in Barra de Tijuca, a
neighbourhood in the outlying west-
ern zone of the city some 28km from
the centre.

“Barra is like our suburbs,” notes
Marcelo Haddad, the executive direc-
tor of Rio Negócios, Rio’s investment
promotion agency. “It’s away from the
major central areas, so we have few
transport links that serve it.”

That is soon to change. The Rio
state government, together with pri-
vate contractors, is investing R$8.5bn
to almost double the capacity of the
underground going to Barra. “It’s a
dramatic expansion,” says Mr Osório.

“We built 17km of underground lines
in 40 to 45 years; now we are building
16km underground in six years.”

The city hall is spending R$5.6bn on
an express bus system, known as
BRT, which is modelled on similar
systems in the city of Curitiba, in the
south of Brazil, and Bogotá, capital of
Colombia.

At the same time, city hall is
upgrading and expanding Rio’s exist-

ing bus system, known as BRS,
and is installing a VLT – or light
railway – in the downtown area of the
city.

Local authorities estimate that such
projects will increase the usage of
public transport from 20 per cent of
daily trips at present to 63 per cent by
2016. “We are changing the way that
people move around the city,” says Mr
Osório.

Marcos Renato Rocha dos Santos,
38, a Rio bus driver, says the exten-
sion of the bus system has already
improved traffic conditions. Accord-
ing to Mr dos Santos, his daily route
from the south zone neighbourhoods
of Ipanema to Botafogo used to take
40 minutes. Now the journey takes
nearer 15.

Enil Chaves, a 53-year old bus con-
troller in Rio expects the new trans-

port projects to cut by half the jour-
ney time going south to west. “It will
improve a lot,” she says, watching the
crowd build up at the bus stop near
General Osório, the Ipanema metro
station that is closed for works until
2015.

Belo Horizonte and Curitiba have
also made good progress on transport
projects. Yet for the most part, works
in the World Cup host cities have
lagged behind Olympic preparations.

“If the process had been more
rational, fewer cities would have been
chosen for the cup in order to econo-
mise,” notes Adriano Pires, the head
of the Centro Brasileiro de Infra
Estrutura, a Rio-based consultancy.

Many cities have been forced to
scrap transport projects because of
financing constraints, budget irregu-
larities and delays, including a
planned monorail in Manaus and a
VLT in Brasília.

That could create problems during
the games. Stalled road works during
the Confederations Cup saw visitors
to Recife spend over three hours on

the underground travelling to the sta-
dium.

Traffic congestion in leading cities
is rising as more Brazilians are able to
afford cars. In one host city, Salvador
– which has yet to start transport
works – there are over 90 per cent
more cars than a decade ago, while
the road system has stayed roughly
the same.

Critics argue that the problem has
been exacerbated by a government
policy to stimulate the economy
through tax breaks and cheap credit
to buy cars.

“Since the 2008 financial crisis, the
government has encouraged individ-
ual transport to the detriment of pub-
lic transport,” says Mr Pires. “That
makes it difficult to have a municipal
or state policy that does otherwise.

“As we say in Brazil, the projects
will be puxadinhos – they will be
put up for the World Cup and
taken down after.”

Rio’s Olympic deadline forces transport upgrades
Regeneration City is in the lead in the race to complete urban projects before country hosts next year’s World Cup , writes Amy Stillman

‘Fewer cities should have
been chosen for the cup in
order to economise’

Map of Rio de Janeiro’s planned
transport works in preparation for the
2016 Olympic Games
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